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The π-stacked base pairs of B-form DNA provide a unique
medium for the investigation of electron transfer.1 Most recent
investigations of the dynamics of photoinduced electron transfer
in DNA have employed probe chromophores that areπ-stacked
with an adjacent base pair.2-4 Our approach has been to use
organic chromophores as linkers in hairpin-forming bis(oligo-
nucleotide) conjugates.2 A hairpin structure in which the organic
chromophore is approximately coplanar with the adjacent base
pair is supported by spectroscopic studies, molecular modeling,
and crystallography.2,3 Others have employed intercalators or
fluorescent nucleobase analogues as probe chromophores.4 The
pronounced effect of intercalation on the spectroscopic properties
of some intercalators is generally attributed to a change in
solvation from aqueous solution to the hydrophobic interior of
duplex DNA. However,π-stacking can also result in charge-
transfer5 or excitonic interactions6 and might also influence the
dynamics of charge separation and recombination.

We report here the results of our investigation of the interac-
tions between the diphenylacetylene-4,4′-dicarboxamide (DPA)
chromophore and an adjacent T-A or C-G base pair in several
hairpin-forming (bis)oligonucleotide conjugates. Femtosecond
time-resolved spectroscopy indicates that charge separation occurs
via rapid electron transfer to the DPA-localized singlet state from
the neighboring A or G nucleobase to generate a contact radical
ion pair, DPA-A+ or DPA-G+. Charge recombination occurs on
a much longer time scale and is strongly energy-gap dependent.
Hole hopping from DPA-A+ to a nearby G does not compete
effectively with charge recombination within the contact ion pair.
These results help further elucidate the nature of the electron-
transfer processes in DNA.

Diphenylacetylene-4,4′-dicarboxylic acid was prepared from
stilbene-4,4′-dicarboxylic acid via bromination-dehydrobromi-
nation and converted to the diol1, as previously described for
the analogous stilbene diol by Letsinger and Wu.7 The bis-
(oligonucleotide) conjugates2-5 (Chart 1) were prepared from

the monoprotected, monoactivated diol by means of conventional
phosphoramidite chemistry using a Millipore Expedite oligo-
nucleotide synthesizer following the procedure developed for
related bis(oligonucleotide) conjugates.7

The ultraviolet absorption spectra of diol1 and conjugates2
and 3 are shown in Figure 1. The long-wavelength absorption
bands of2 and 3 are red-shifted with respect to that of1 and
have two maxima of similar intensity. The 260-nm absorption
band of2 and3 is attributed to overlapping bands of the DPA
and nucleobase chromophores. The thermal dissociation profiles
for the 260-nm bands provide melting temperatures of 55 and 70
°C for 2 and 3, respectively. The melting temperature is
independent of concentration and substantially higher than that
calculated for a hypothetical duplex formed between two mol-
ecules of2 or 3, in accord with the formation of a hairpin
structure.8 Above the melting temperature, the long-wavelength
absorption bands of2 and 3 resemble that of the diol1. The
circular dichroism spectra of2 and3 exhibit a positive band at
283 nm and a negative band at 248 nm, characteristic of B-form
DNA.9 Molecular modeling confirms that2 can adopt a hairpin
structure in which the DPA chromophore is parallel to the adjacent
T-A base pair with a plane-to-plane separation similar to the
3.4 Å separation forπ-stacked base pairs in DNA.10

The diol 1 is strongly fluorescent in methanol solution
(λmax ) 351 nm,Φf ) 0.33); however, the conjugates2-5 are
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Figure 1. Electronic absorption spectra of diol1 in aqueous solution
and hairpins2 and3 in 0.1 M NaCl, 30 mM sodium phosphate, pH 7.2.

Chart 1. Decay Times for Charge Separation and
Recombination
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totally nonfluorescent. The transient absorption spectrum of1 in
methanol solution displays a single narrow band at 535 nm with
a decay time of 215 ps.11 The band shapes determined at 5, 50,
and 250 ps delay time following a 0.2-ps, 327-nm laser pulse are
identical. The invariant band shape is consistent with the planar
and nonpolar nature of the DPA ground and excited states.12 The
transient absorption spectra of conjugate2 at several delay times
are shown in Figure 2. The spectrum obtained for a delay time
of 2 ps resembles that of the diol1, indicative of a similar
electronic structure for the DPA chromophore in diol1 and hairpin
2. However, the 535-nm band decays rapidly and is replaced by
a new band at 500 nm, which is assigned to the DPA anion
radical.13 Similar time-dependent transient absorption spectra are
observed for hairpins3-5. Decay of both the 535- and 500-nm
bands is dominated by a single component, which is assigned to
charge separation and charge recombination, respectively. Values
of τcs (kcs

-1) andτcr (kcr
-1) are summarized in Chart 1.

The observation of red-shifted DPA absorption for the conju-
gates2-5 below, but not above, their melting temperatures
(Figure 1) suggests thatπ-stacking of the DPA chromophore with
a neighboring base pair is responsible for the spectral shift. The
changes in the DPA long-wavelength band are similar to those
observed by Nastasi et al.6 for quinacrine-DNA complexes and
attributed to excitonic interaction between the excited dye and
adjacent nucleobases, rather than a charge-transfer interaction.
Further evidence for relatively weak ground-state interaction
between DPA and the adjacent nucleobases is provided by the
similarity of the transient absorption spectra of the conjugate2
at short delay time to that of the diol1. The transient absorption
spectra of charge-transfer complexes resemble those of the radical
ions even at subpicosecond delay times.5a-c

The energetics and dynamics of charge separation and charge
recombination for conjugates2 and3 are summarized in Figure
3. The DPA singlet energyES is estimated from the midpoint of
the absorption and fluorescence maxima of1. The contact ion
pair energies are calculated using eq 1,14

∆Gcip ) (Ed
ox - Ea

red) + 0.56/ε (1)

using the DPA oxidation potential and A or G deoxynucleoside
reduction potential in acetonitrile solution and assuming a
dielectric constantε ≈ 20, intermediate between those of pyridine

and water.15,16 The charge separation rates for hairpins2 and3
are very rapid but not highly dependent upon∆Gcs (Es - Ecip).
Faster charge separation for hairpin3 vs 2 is consistent with the
larger free energy change for formation of the DPA-G+ contact
ion pair, assuming that charge separation is in the Marcus normal
region.17 A much larger difference is observed in the charge
recombination rates for the DPA-A+ vs DPA-G+ contact ion
pairs. Faster charge recombination for DPA-G+ is consistent with
the smaller free energy change for electron transfer in the Marcus
inverted region. Compared to the results of Mataga, Farid, and
Kochi and their co-workers5 for contact ion pair charge recom-
bination, the rates of charge recombination in Figure 3 are both
much larger than expected for the calculated valued of∆Gcip and
more strongly dependent upon∆Gcip. This suggests that the values
of ED

ox andEa
red obtained for the isolated DPA and nucleosides

may be different than the values in the DNA hairpins. Ab initio
molecular orbital calculations indicate that the ionization potentials
of π-stacked base pairs in B-form DNA are significantly lower
than values for the isolated nucleosides and that the stabilization
energy is larger for G vs A.18

The relatively slow charge recombination rate for the DPA-A+

contact ion pair in hairpin2 suggested that it might be possible
to observe hole transfer from the initially oxidized A+ to a G
located farther from the DPA acceptor. Increasing the distance
between the reduced acceptor and oxidized donor is expected to
result in slower charge recombination.2a Hairpins4 and5 were
synthesized in order to test this possibility. Their charge recom-
bination rates are the same as that for hairpin2. Thus, we conclude
that hole hopping from A+ to G does not compete effectively
with charge recombination of the DPA-A+ contact ion pair
(kcr ) 7 × 108 s-1). Since a 10% component of slow charge
recombination would have been detected, an upper limit of 1×
108 s-1 can be estimated for hole hopping. This result is consistent
with a report by Melvin et al.19 that hole migration in photoionized
duplex DNA occurs on a microsecond time scale at room
temperature. Thus, it may be necessary to create a long-lived,
isolated nucleobase cation radical in order to observe efficient
hole hopping. Both the absolute quantum yields and dynamics
of hole hopping in DNA remain to be established.20
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Figure 2. Transient absorption spectra of hairpin2 obtained after a 0.2-
ps, 327-nm excitation pulse at indicated delay times. Spectral intensities
are normalized at their maxima.

Figure 3. Energetics and dynamics of photoinduced electron transfer to
singlet DPA from the nucleobases A or G.
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